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, My-congratulations, a little reluctant perhaps, as I hate 
to be beaten, but nonetheless sincere, to Drygulch Doc on his clear 
victory, in the presidential election. Indeed, I am even obliged to 
admin in all honesty that Doc deserved to be chosen over Bje, for not 
even my natural egotism can wholly blind me to the fact that his own 
contributions to the past two mailings had a decided edge on mine. 
So we begin a new year, and under a good man,

Dor a wonder, I have managed to struggle thru the other 9 
pages of Sardonyx before commencing this one, which is contrary to 
custom, to say the least. The absence of the Listening Post is due 
to my deep reluctance to stencil and’mimeo-another page in weather 
as hot as this August in Bound Brook; also, I must admit, Larry’s 
threat to send out the mailing on time has me working in the age-old 
tradition of’the PAPA, with one eye on the mimeo and the other on 
the calendar, (My eyes popped out so’far on-learning of his inten- ‘ 
tion that this feat is now easyfor me,) Endeditorialclatterblatting.

MELANGE . .

. Dor sometime I’ve wanted to point out that Guteto always 
sounds like the promise of a square meal to me & is hence disappoint
ing, But my pronunciation is probably off,......... Yerke's renarks’on
the plural form of FAIT show that he is proceeding to rationalize a 
purely emotional-decision, He does not like certain fen who use 
the plural ’fen’, and hence he attempts to prove their use of the 
form is _ proof of their degeneracy, Stanley", Widner & Chauvenet are .' 
responsible for the introduction and popularization of this note- . 
worthy advance. On behalf of the firm. I would like to .remark that we 
merely.'adopted the equivalent of the well known- ’man-men’. And surely 
Yerke's imagination is as limp as a jellyfish in a vacuum when he . 
“imagines•' the elimination of the word ’man' from our collective . . 
vocabularies*  Vie just use ’fen' instead of ’fans’ becoz it sounds 
better; there is no change in meaning. And I’ve seldom seen anything, 
as ludicrous as Yerke’s pseudo-professorial warning that we are tam
pering with the very-roots of our language (sic)^ 'These so-cherished 
roots are, of course, partly Teutonic anyway, & so include the Mann- 
Manner type of plural|.Agreeing with .CD’s praise of 
“Conjure Wife” I will .go further and proclaim it the bestory Unknown 
published,..........Refer to Spring Fandango at top of p 6, And 
look who’s talking! It. sure sounds as tho lie thot himself different 
from people, after all-, doesn’t it?, I have a note here
whiah says to comment on Doc Lowndes’ ’'Rebuttal”. I admit & apolo
gize for my error in talking about 'perfect'democracy', I have no
fault to find With Doc’s clarified position; in fact .there would be 
nothing to argue about were it not for ■Doc’s claim the USSR has a 
democratic form of government, What he means is probably that they 
have an economic,,but not a political democracyj while the United * 
States have a political .-but ■ not. an economic democracy, Will you 
agree with this proposition, Doc, .or'has the argument. just started?
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The World of John Bristol Speer

c+. _a tftiTi"^t, ^heVZint er ’ 43 Mailing Juffus included among hls'publio- 
Full Articles #3, ’In Memoriam; Spirit 'of Foofoo, ’ and 

nLember1112! refd%TJ\m?S^7I+hSUa?' noo%lin me one-winter's evening last 
December.. I read TLA-3 at the close of a dismal, cold day while T 
was lounging in tired luxury within the warm waters of the^bathtub 
Jnder these circumstances it was natural that I should be feeling " 
n^ninearly-^iSe?^0<a''L®d eS is P°3Sible for one who has not followed 
DuQuesne into his final destiny. So it was that I was able to ap
preciate many things about luffus’ articles which might ordinarily 
t^infT ^.ln tMs len^orous August noontide I am
trying to recapture something of what I felt eight months ago.

awn7, fh t -^-PA£en> certainly those who know me personally, are 
aware that I happen to be deaf, altho in'the usual patterns of mv life 
I remember my deafness only at intervals, and it has a nogligibl? 
influence on my fan affairs and activities. The value of FIA-3 for mo 
lies m its reconstitution of my memories of what it iq' lito +a I2LQra° 
member or the hearing world; I had not even «Sized how Suoh T Lt 
forgotten in fourteen years, and I think I to“ a klen^ Interest in 
the world of JBS than I have yet taken in other fantastic worlds '

& ho^e

£^on?r..MeI^e'znXS ^te™;?

mental conception of sound may be clear t»va i ’■ Jtno the
“ fa?e^r 

^at?ful? ™S 01106 “a SerhapS ml81rt stl11 ^en? X ws^

« 4 -ur ?ie world which appears from the slow reading of uta

tant to themf^they ?^“^U^2eFS “oSS
Jfiv tiiiOn ldi m which men and women in the dusk or the darkness ’ 
may talk to each other, a world where the passing of light does nnt 
most strangely does not! — emphasize anew one’s u?ter lonel?Ses^ Ji 

ovm experience, this Is inexplicable; so much Io that*the 
thought does not waken any envy in ne, bit only wnde^ft a^zemtnt?

have made Oua^
inhabits than the one which is familiar-to mo. Th? fata that I ™ dost 
long ooaaed to wake any bitterness, m me; what Im chiefly inte™sta?

as I have, to draw heavily on themse&al for XwrtTnS. ’
Mon Hchlne 860516 666“^2i^rl-’

to » °tte Pe°P1°

-r jus Q°btrast, my own 'world'seems far less oomrlex thnn that ■
of Tuflus, Instead of tho intricate, endless branching matrix of words 
and people whichforms so much of what is rpni +r> ph™ • lzJ?1 is so thoroughly if uroonSclouhyWt?U^e^VMa taro ^^Mia



which welcome oases-- my wife; ;my. friends, my family------- make life
possible, but stand, as-it'were, .separated from each other by regions 
of desert or wilderness, austerely lonely or floweringly beautiful, 
into which none pass but I. The one great thing my deafness has done 
for me has been to give me periods of isolation’, of aloneness, of 
freedom from man and his society & civilization, Ten years ago' I 
still grieved for the lost world of normal banter and talk and easy 
conversational intercourse, ’But now, with-the memory of that lost. .. 
world too nebulous for recall, even by FIA-3, it is the loneliness 
and the silence I appreciate. They have given my’mind and spirit 
more strength than I once thought possible for me; and I set high 
value on'the calmness' and serenity it is now..possible for me to draw 
from that loneliness all must know who' can never mingle with humanity 
on.a plane, of complete equality.,

As an'illustration, ten years ago.I supposed that if I 
became blind as well as deaf, I should take' the first. convenient 
method of ’terminating.’ Nov/’ I know differently; the lost world of 
sight I should'regret a thousand times morb keenly than the lost 
world of sound, and my aloneness would be intensified almost Unbear
ably------yet I know.it could be borne and that I would bear it., as long
as my mind remained clear and able-to think’ after a fashion: as long, 
that is, as I retained my identity, my real self,.

My gratitude to Juffus for publishing what Langley Searles 
probably considered objectionably non-fantastic is founded, you will 
have seen, on the .-fascinatingly fantastic atmospere (if I mey be for
given this pun)'it had for ijje. This is an amusing paradox whose morel 
I need not draw, ' My excuse for this article-, if I needed one, might 
equally well lie in the perhaps fantastic nature the world of the deaf 
man may take in the eyes of those who have ears, '

whydidnFjufTususehamher&nailinstcadofaprimitivchandpun'chasscmblingFlA.^

Multiple Times ... -

The amusing sketch on pl of Spring Hli't borings has reminded 
me to get around to a long-pending denunciation of the '"Sidewise in - 
Time" school .of■ .sf,, tales, /The basic element of such stuff is. that if, 
let us say, I .swat '.at & fly, there, is a probability that I will hit it 
and .one that 1 will miss. Both probabilities are real;"consequently 
time divides t,o. produce two'worlds, world A being one With a historjr 
including demise of the fly, and world B being- one in which the fly 
escaped. This process can be applied to every-slightest action of 
every animate and inanimate force in existence, .hence postulating the' 
production of multiple ’times whose number is' beyond all comprehension, 
& which ar,e furthermore increasing at rates’ to 'stagger even a mathe
matician who hds just finished computing the ma'ss of our ‘universe in 
terms'of electrons, ’ . ' ' ’

No satisfactory case .for this.'multiple-time theory con bo 
made unless it “is' shown that matter & energy can continually be created 

’ out of nothing. ' ' * ‘ ‘

• Consider’an atom of hydrogen, a relatively .'simple affair, a
. proton with an electron in an orbit around it. A'"physicist launches a 

neutron at the atom; this either hits the electron (A) or the proton(B) 
or grazes one-or both of thcm(CBE) or alters the electron-'s orbit (F),

know.it


----- Or misses entirely, (G) to give an incomplete list of possibili
ties. By the multiple tine theory we now,have seven different time
worlds where one'existed before, each having a' different history as 
regards the affair of the hydrogen atom and the neutron, We have 7 
hydrogen atoms and 7 neutrons, or their equivalents, where only one 
of each formerly existed. I do not see how the postulated’fact’ that 
they exist in different temporal worlds alters the basic untehability 
of such an assumption,as this case is meant to illustrate, ' Do you?

Impressions’: Spring and Summer (condensed) ■

Starting with this issue, reviews will be discontinued and 
replaced With a' rating system using as a key the numbers given the '' 
various items in their listing on back page of the Amateur. A is 
definitely good; B something I liked; C, OK but unexciting; D. dreary 
stuff; and E even worse. These ratings will.be embellished by my 
''laureates”' even when I am unconnected with the official laureate 
Committee. Space, will be saved; stuff commented on; excessive 
Reviews of Reviews avoided. Anything I fondly imagine to be worth 
saying will appear as a separate, article. ' Any complaints?

Spring: ' IB; 2B; 3A; 40; 5C; 6C; 7B; SB; 9B; 10B; 110; 12A; 13®; UC 
15A; 16B; 170; 18C; 1.90; 20B; 21B; 22B; 23E'; 240; 25B; 26A; 
27B; 2SA; ‘29B; 30B. ' ■

Editing & Publishing: 1, Watson (Sappho). 2, Widner (Yhos)
3. Ashley (En Garde), ' ■ .

Fiction: 1. Lowndes- (Trigger Talk at Green Guna). Wright (Rose and
Rpbot), 3. Spencer (Voyage of Blerkentwangle). 

Article: 1. Speer (Decimal-- Classification). 2. Thompson (Fandom as 
' a way of life), 3. Chauvenet (Fepafile). ' * ’

Humor! 1. Devis (GG-PJ conversation in Slitherings). 2, Maney,(That
Old Piano, in Xenon), 3, E. Evans (A Polysyllabus). ' 

Poetry:- -1. Sax (Fragment from 2d Messiah), 2, Yerke (Gray Day),
3, Farsaci (Spell of Silence). -

Art: 1, Payer (Xenon cover). 2,'Wiedenbeck (En Garde cover).
3. lonos (Yhos cover), ' 

Best in Mailing: 1. Lowndes,(Agenbite of Inwit), 2, Thompson (Fandom 
as a way. of life). 3, Widner (Yhos).

Summer: IB; 20; 3B; 40; 5A; 60; 7B; 80; 90; 10A; UB; 12B; 13B; 141
15A; 16b; 17A; ISA; 19B; 20C; 210; 22C; 23B; 2AB; 2JD; 26D;
27D; 28C; 290; 30B; 31B; 32B;. 3'3B;' 34A; 35B; 360; 370; 38D;
39E; 40D; 41D; 42B; 43B; 44B; 45B; 460; 47A; 480; 49B; 50B;
510; 52B; 53B, ’ . -

Editing & Publishing: 1. .Watson,(Star Stung), 2, Koenig (Reader &
. Collector), 3* Ashley (En Garde), .. ■

Fiction: .1. No award, 2, Harden (Born on Earth), 3, No eward. 
Article: 1. Yerke’’ (Memoirs). 2, Wellheim (Origins of Fandom).

3. Koenig (Wm, H. ■ Hodgson), -
Humor: 1. Michel. (The'Works, p 3 & 1st | p 4)2 Washington (Aspirin

Eaters). 3« Liebscher (Selfmade Superman), •
Poetry; 1. Davis (The Caves), 2. Lowndes (Yesterday), 3. 'Ebey (S.S. 
Art: 1, Crozetti (full page drawing in Toward Tomorrow). 2. Wieden

beck (WW'& En Garde covers), 3. Widner (heading, Yhos).
Best in Mailing: 1. Yerke (Memoirs of a Superfluous Fan), 2. Koenig' 

... (Reader &.Collector), 3, Washington (Songs of Deutschland)•

will.be


Suggested-Ethics for .'Fandom 5

ne that agreement mite pos^K t0

■- “:emotl-onal language in a
i circuit, uion .among any large segment of fandom,, 

that he/isS:?^:/*/

sivelv'c-hilfl^h2 hn+ ?/ 1 Yh h’ m-my-opinion, are not'only offen
’ ' DcXL ’ haVG alS° donc great harm ^7^ caL aglinst

■-.- (2)No fan -has the right to abuse- 'another's; hospitality. -' '

■ guest only wlie^h^ha-^been lersohally^vited^6 li^hf SSfi'rtrt IS * 
peotedly, he may or may not be received wHh ecuaf coldSStv^ThZ

. pu^him^n^o^entiriain^m560?^6 tost is ^ahle or even unwilling to

*"*  1 W0Ula ^joy.teving^hem

"'■ ressmen?811 h&S t£Le rieht t0 Put other- fen to

. s Interpretation: The use of other
• bamiP^ ^£fa£?’ ???* ’ without their knowledge 

banned. The publication of material clearly 
l® ■—“s-

i inconvenience or embar- 

fen’s names/ articles, 
or permission, is hereby 
not intended to be’ made 

the loading of- PAPA mail-

still be trelcomei in-fL°oi?oie° but SThf?1?S'Jh??e may
StteF 35 “ enal> snd in oa^ or ™y bo baireP^m ?anS 
to the f&naanertbiei1bertvfa?ta;eanHatlOnS’ etC- ’ wltho^ P^ejuaioe 
the ren of faSom. -1’ flateraity & equality prevailing

When We Were Very Young . - - .

read many another^antasy^^^Oz'books'^n-r ’ ®ist-ers '
not to mention the Just-^o cs+n-r-i 2c °OK"> Dr* & Peter'-Pan,
else recall ”Tal and his marveloii^ well-known, but*  does anyone
yThe Livelv r-i+v r%--p ?• „ arvelous- adventures with Noom-zbrNobm1T ■
X^;pZte^e ;



Racial Equality

In the final passage of his final work, ’Western Star” 
otephen Vincent Bendt speaks pf the first peopling of our land:

•’Remember the name of the outcast and the stranger. 
Remember that when you say
»I will.have none of this exile end this stranger ’
Eor his face is not like my face and his speech is strange* *

- You have denied finerica with that word ‘ •
Though your fathers were the first to settle the land,"

hci-icT ■ • Juffus to be denying the America hebelieves m when he takes the white-superiority mythos as his own In T.rfK aHd ia tlme equality is struggling to be bX--Xd?I
am of those who would save, rather than strangle, the new-born child,

+. . Equality as a goal for mankind does not, and cannot imply 
that one man is as good as another*  On the contrary, it has the - spec- 

thG\? is ?s'eood QS hG prove himself £o be by 
OCui°ES, his own toil, tho work of his own-body and brnin Ir 

this sense, which is surely the only rational way in which-we' icev’sneal 
of equality between men and the races of mankind the issue is sK 
whether white men-are to continue their enjoyment of special nri^leLr 
they never earned or whether they must rely^pon themselves instead^! 
social prejudice, in their work and other aspects of ?Cir lives!

_ xx.' n Juffus, who has a belief in innate wh i t p superioritv qtnnflc 
nevertheless in fear of negro competition; tho it is only fair to him " 
to say this seems an altruistic, not a'personal fear t Juffus considers himself in need of prot^cUon by I cAloJ line L co^ 
peting against Negros in business, lav; or social activttL" 
his position seems to.be that his less fortunate white suffer from Negro competition in these and X? ways® XX/X 
desires artificial means of maintaining the »superior!tvt n- n-pwhites whose inferiority to a sizableXSr Negros wouU SiX 
become apparent in a truly democratic society. If Juffus' Sessionte 
aversion to Negros & especially to miscegenation be analyzed I thiSk 
it becomes fairly clear he would agree to two proposition:

but ■ > (a) Superior whites need fear no competition fro£ Negros, 

conpetitlon(areXeXlesse?fWX™r'ar?ne*?c

thec’ ”ast

whole + t0 notice how much- Juffus has hung his■vmole position, on biological grounds; namely, his belief that whet hP calls miscegenation brings about racial degeneration. I aj 2e t-L 
think of .no biological principle which would justify such a belief 
Certainly the proposal that whites unable to hold the r ovm in com-*  
petition with nogros be given artificial protection to enable thim 
to co so is biologically inept, in a class with encourarins the" 
production of further feeble-minded and subnormal persons by similar 
discriminatory measures protecting them'from the competition oftheZ-/S therefore, that whateve? Say be ??ue of 

proposition- (a), proposition (b) is not tenable on biologic ' 
grounds, ana.that if Juffus is unwilling to abandon his pre Indices 
he_must then at least abandon his claim to being scientifto J ’
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Some Aspects of Human Mature

. i-nent emphasis which, has "been'"Disced on ’’intel 1-frrA-nnoft
othlr dwntXsheT1’wouldTllk0rJI1C’1'i-Varl-0,it3 rooio1 Btrelna 1“ oSr or 
ouner countries, I would like'to enter a strong dissentins nnininn 
I think-you can take two men or, , less surely,- two races and be nble f? I* 0*?  probability being right Sot one Is “ore 'Intel-
niS2?J tJe other, I do not think this process will have proved 
anything a bout their basic worths as human beings, P

- thfi+- fact, I would- like to state, whet, seems to me obvious
that- intelligence is only one of a number of traits coins tn mn>R «-n

' Wrt there’are many other! which see^to
me ox .equal if not greater importance. Kindliness friendliness 

a ?ov®, of laughter,'the sense of ’aliveness’ we call '
- vivacity, curiosity., endurance, bravery and the rerp 1-11-1+ ■h-io'mw valuable ability to’keep one’s’head fn^‘ crisis? tSse are fS?lv

■ the-ones which come, most readily to mind. ■ re simpiy

gW+„ iLCiS0 belief that the man not especially brilliant intollec- 
—y’ LF0’ 1S noncthcless well gifted in respect to these traits is 

0 fai “?rc U?°?ul ona d^irablo citizen than on intolloottoi 
lacking such, humanizing characteristics. uiwuooTOai

’intellirrrJft *? ’some extent succeeded in showing that

■ ^give SaJ”e “ "

Bonfire

tern ’BoitfiS® D- A- Wellheim to the
s^yls 

the members Howevot- n-mm" £■? o iaparent Wollheim was among

rollibility of iwon Wt^J aolightful comont on the

hot/ flo -you. Justif^apo^liSSgrrao°hTOanC1bclnKSro?"tl>thlrle t0.s?y: ' 
hinko?ah“°?o’wiSQ?te lov^ot^Mth ODnSi4C,r?tlon’ ^able

- • <tf JQclal trojuaics cig-.oxlatSqSy? ’ °sp001ally “gainst such borriers



Presenting F'antanath Creighton Buck

_ (Editorial note: On rashly asking Crate to fill a-page or 
two. of Sard I; presently received an envelope full of material sone 
of it roughly intelligible, iron which I have been compelled to draw 
in-order to carry out my original plan’of providing Crate with that 
cherished thing, a credential of sorts, Besides., sone of his .remarks 
I particularly want to put before the FAPA whether Crate renews 
membership or not), ' » his

’’Guess I think too much mathematical, We prove that the 
statement "it is inpossible to-find a object P satisfying these con
ditions R"-.is false, 'and .thus conclude that one~could, by sone utter
ly unspecified method, (and perhaps in some case&, an utterly uncon-' 
struct able-method,, impossible’to perform'in a countable number of 
steps) find this object PJ'. We are satisfied to say, "10 THEBE EXISTS 
AK OBJECT P” without -worrying, shout the abtual process of finding P,

' A letter to-Chauvenet can be written’ one must- merely sit 
down, take paper, time, ideas, write words, string symbols, concaten
ate, sign name, mail, it exists,.- therefore- it is; it -is ■consistent 
therefore it is; it neither is affirmed-nor denied by our-othOr 
axioms, therefore' it is; it can be -done, therefore it is done.

' ■ • ■ , He said, let there- be a letter to Chauvenet, and there
was a letter to Chauvenet, ■ ■ _

Only/Russ-didn’t'get it...'.... '
. ‘ , make it simple

siinon, pieman, 3,14159 man. Tell him whet I found out tonight about" 
low p- ess are: even if no bends, gas in intestines expands, rupture, 
■intradccular■pressure separates retina layers, blindness, eardrums 
blown... .Definitely unpleasant , Peri hot withstanding......... ~

■ , ' • davis comes says will you I say yes we go
subway-bus -uuH-hdt Swisher big campbelliko Widner very .chauvenet like 
Norm'quiet have-secn-bcfore type -nagazinesmagazinesmagezines table
mess, Rogers-rocket, Revival mooting: Dilmo, Manning, the first Arfm 
.on Ganymede, with banker, and sun power; Goddard, Smithstonlan Inst, 
smokeless powder 80.00 fiasco (Clark Univ Worchoster)' 4 1’s (trivial 
solution) supper.....-more of somo,

■ So ho wanders will■I contribute??? Have seen-year of FAPA

YR; heglerdoglerdcglordclgordlgrodgrolcdgerledger, fonfansslonslans
, stofari.- fannyfilth. "I have nothing to write. in this' column so 
— I am filling it up by saying so," "I have nothing new in this 

issue except reviews-, which occury 14 rages consisting of com
ments-like PhcwJ Stinks: Wipe your- ' with this: ' ■
Wo' should lynch D. ____  is a fascist"Tcommunist).. Everyone
should live together S ral s o little Iiai-ryearcd clovcnf.oot Sion

- • in a communal marriage-so everybody can; have tondrillh (& idiots) 

/ Sardonyx, Browsings, Reader &c, Wramble, Fantasy Com, liPT Bib,,
Spoor, Milt, Atom,. Inspir, others; one .title worth quoting 
People Stories. & number of other things,I thot worth saving...

. Thus we see that a large spherical Edam .cheese can be 
divided into .exactly . (n plus 'Jn.plus 6)/6 pieces by n .straight cuts.
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of iMtesy^of which Norn speaks in the 
x4“ ssrsrSaESt

.. , whsn given the ’ 
or^poeu, to integrate then 

t. Lhj non-fantasy- ■ 
crazy nonsense. However, 
point where it' would be ’ 

some eotuel exan- 
will give one

Let us then con-

fever of 
work, •I 
of you.

couriers

latest Efty strikes me as being a more satisfaetn™ Spe?ks - 
’’sense of fantasy.” indeed T an a +feCtory expression than
characteristic of the rS/rg is his obUwf “ '
elements of an imaginative story picture or n™ ♦ 
so that they appear es a proper whole whereas'to the 
?°Xnh?hTtthOy ncy Eo“ MiWLes o? ° 
well a? ^lscusaJon bas HOW reached the 

aband°H a -theoretical dscussion in
> pies of-the way the hypothetical sense may 

example, and hope for others from the rest 
eider the following passage:

’’The years ride out from the world like 
That is too far for treaty, or ii 
The years that are marked with’a star 
The years ride into the night, ~ '

Perhaps they dismount at last, by'some i
■ Dismount, and tie their stallions 

whore an outlaw queen of the m- -- 
uMcr e tree pf :s%xe s:

above ideas^and^pply yourhfantasvOsensAe-i-fOJhPOfetr7’ consider the 
a picture you integrate a T™ to them. See what sort of
comparison with mine which follows? if you feel ambitiousl) for

gone to a throne 
as it'may be , too proud,

" the years that ere skin and
, like envoys sent to a cloud, /bone

iron ring in the skies,
_ and wplk with an armored tread 

“ir^reccivcs strange embassies~ ' - - - n

of our Plaoe^he^X:  ̂ end history
etc., suggests the basic ^difference of 2 fa£ for tr®hty...”
remote and insignificant fitnmc ?J\our gods, to whom we are but■ tear our pr“erf? No??Ju? n0? nalce terans wlth ™ nor
fourth line emptasiXI toe yeSF X the“' As the
ani striving and hopes and exaltation?';' rtilKs?^^ ?UmBn 8gOB57 
to a cloud.’ brin pass like ’envoys sent

with the briefly©cation of0?be ’ imagp13^?^? lighUy carried further 
outlay/ queen o^ the air 0 far where ’thrampart? of her fortress’™ S? emha?sies.' The-basalt .
lueen passing between her uleesurp^’mmt?-!??1'1?^1'116 tall> disdainful 
this perhaps too-humanintireJ^tau^^^Ses' rere S^T078 ^- 
our ’years' cone not alone but with th??? ?? J?y 1 t0 me- 
worlds—.-strange embassies; More it is to t'D hi racres’ on other 
pay such little regarded homage ’ Thl? %?? aueen that we
further modification of the picture. ?„??=?? introduces a still 
jests but the neglected- subjects of rr6-??L?-' °?ly Selected sub
lies in abandoned and taS ooreere who3e aom6in
realms where order & justice h?v? S??? °? universe,'outside the 
any wonder that we find our lives so imperfect 'p'!'ov“11®d| Is it then 
lived as they ere -between the quick and ^”7Stato,-t0Mto4' , 

my lntarpre?Jti£%tT” Jeli^?? P^iculerly■ inspired about' 
my mind'is disposed to deal with mat erioPc™?^6® the-lw®y in which 
fantasy, and therefore may be^
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Davis v. Chauvenet (Rd. 2)

was surprising "to me .to see, in Efty Five, 'the difficul
ties into which. I had incautiously plunged Chan'Davis by my' casual

■■ reference to the' evaluation of- different cultures by the degrees of 
freedom obtaining in thei^,'...On rereading his objections I feel ob
liged to deny them’ ohe by one,- ’and I ■'egotistically imagine that -he

■ has not seriously impaired my original arguments.

.* Uhat then is freedom? ■ . It. Is opportunity'to. pursue a 
course of action without being punished for the act of so pursuing drt.

. Obviously, then, our ideal society will have a compromise 
-- between complete'freedom and complete repression: I. do not, as Chan 

appears to think, make * freedom.’, itself the desideratum, .blit rather 
freedom for what-.I consider" ’constructive’ purposes. . .

Thus, I should like mop to have freedom to think and speak 
■as they please; to -worlc in whatever fields they desire; and to'bring 

. .up their children in - security. I.should object to giving-men freedom 
to rob or kill, etc,, nor could t approve such a thing as ’freedom’ 
to deprive others of freedom. (In ’Lest'Darkness Fall*  th’e-he is a 
lovely passage where ’a member of -a religious 'sect complains it is ’ 
persecution to deprive him of his ’right’ to persecute other creeds!)

I'hope this makes clear what my original remarx apparently 
failed to do, namely, that complete freedom is not.the goal; "This 
disposes of Chan’s objections regarding laws against murder, etc., 
being curbs on freedom, Qs of course they arc.

. . . The second■objection (that you cannot say mon arc being 
denied freedom because there is no law preventing a- bootblack" from

. .setting himself ujp in the saloon business, etc, } is strangely spurious. 
I both can-and a0 say that economic forces deny men freedom I think 
they should have. Furthermore,, it would appear that Chan himself ~ 
agrees With this thesis! ■ ■ ■ ’ ■ , . .

The third objection is to what Chan terms my surprising . 
statement that nature. is not concerned, over whether, a man be kind or 
brutal. But surely his- whole objection goes pfft.when you consider 
that he has lifted-the" last half of a sentence which begins ’’If any 
given human being can control his conduct to such an exte nt that he 
is able to.keep himself alive .end produce children, he. is from " ’
natuie’s -^iepoint., -a .biological success; nature is not concerned,,,., 
etcw” . . . .....

■■ Finally, I am in turn amazed to hear Chan say that since ' 
we do have the _ characteristic of altruism, at- least to a slight extent 
■tiiGn fit sone uinc iti *tii6  past it must h.QV6 boon pp,o su2?viv81r This 
is a glaring non—s,e.quitur, no matter-whether altruism be pr p-su.-rviya 1 
or not. Is hemophilia pro-survival?... or amaurotic idiocy? Surely ’ 
Chan is lamiliar with the concept of.the.recessive•gene & tits pro
pagation thru the.outwardly healthy population till the defective * 
double re cess ites. begin-to turn.up. -And then;- too, it is difficult 
to take another example, to'think of ascetism, which'usually involves 
celibacy among other things, as a pro-survival trait; yet ascetics ■ 
continue to be born. i’ • ; ' ■. ■ '

.......All ve-ry trivial, wasn’t it? But the challenge ■■ 
was accepted long ago &. the inevitable duel had, to take place!

. - . - . .the end’ ■


